Improved algorithms for parsing ESLTAGs: a grammatical model suitable for RNA pseudoknots.
Formal grammars have been employed in biology to solve various important problems. In particular, grammars have been used to model and predict RNA structures. Two such grammars are Simple Linear Tree Adjoining Grammars (SLTAGs) and Extended SLTAGs (ESLTAGs). Performances of techniques that employ grammatical formalisms critically depend on the efficiency of the underlying parsing algorithms. In this paper, we present efficient algorithms for parsing SLTAGs and ESLTAGs. Our algorithm for SLTAGs parsing takes O(min{m,n⁴}) time and O(min{m,n⁴}) space, where m is the number of entries that will ever be made in the matrix M (that is normally used by TAG parsing algorithms). Our algorithm for ESLTAGs parsing takes O(min{m,n⁴}) time and O(min{m,n⁴}) space. We show that these algorithms perform better, in practice, than the algorithms of Uemura et al.